Introduction {#s0001}
============

Mouse immunization followed by hybridoma screening has long been used successfully for discovery of therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) that are approved by the US Food and Drug Administration.[@cit0001] Using this method, mice are first immunized with an immunogen and adjuvant. Conventionally, wild type mice are used, but the use of mice transgenically engineered to express human immunoglobulin (Ig) V(D)J sequences has recently become more popular.[@cit0002] After assessing titer and sacrificing the animals, hybridomas are generated by fusing primary B cells with myeloma cells.[@cit0003] Although hybridoma protocols are cheap, the process of screening polyclonal pools of hybridomas remains expensive and inefficient. To increase hybridoma screening throughput, large-scale antibody discovery groups, including one at Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS), use costly robotic systems to automate workflows.

"Deep sequencing" genomic technology, which is an alternative for mouse antibody repertoire mining, involves the acquisition of millions of antibody sequences from B-cell RNA.[@cit0004] However, in any given B cell, pairing between heavy and light chain is unique, and such native pairing is important for antibody function.[@cit0005] Conventional deep sequencing methods do not link heavy and light chain immunoglobulin sequences at the single cell level. To address this deficiency, we previously developed a novel technology that combines molecular genomics, yeast single-chain variable fragment (scFv) display, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), and deep sequencing for antibody discovery.[@cit0006] However, no studies have rigorously compared antibody discovery from natively paired with randomly paired antibody libraries.

IL-21R is expressed in many lymphoid cells, including B cells and activated CD4+ T cells, and it is the receptor for IL-21.[@cit0008] Pathways for proliferation and differentiation are activated upon binding of IL-21 to IL-21R. Therefore, antagonism of IL-21R could modulate inflammatory diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, by blocking proliferation and differentiation of B cells and CD4+ T cells.[@cit0009] We used IL-21R as an antibody target for technical assessment of natively paired versus randomly paired scFv libraries, both generated from the same pool of chimeric humanized mice immunized with recombinant IL-21R. We re-formatted 46 of the IL-21R binding scFv as full-length antibodies, and subjected them to a panel of assays, including kinetic analysis and epitope binning. We found that the natively paired method is more sensitive and specific than the random pairing method, yet using both methods concurrently helps generate additional antibody diversity that might be valuable for downstream development.

Results {#s0002}
=======

Overview of the experimental approach {#s0002-0001}
-------------------------------------

We first immunized six humanized mice with recombinant IL-21R ([Fig. 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). Animals with a positive serum titer were sacrificed, and single cell suspensions were generated from the lymph nodes and pooled. We then ran approximately 1.2 million B cells through our emulsion droplet microfluidic platform,[@cit0006] which captures mRNA from single B cells onto oligo-dT beads. The mRNA-bound beads were re-injected into a second emulsion with RT-PCR mix containing primers that generate fusions between heavy and light chain Ig. This process largely preserves cognate pairing between heavy and light chain Ig,[@cit0006] although some mispairing may occur due to factors such as droplets that contain multiple cells. Randomly paired libraries were generated without the second emulsion, but with the same mRNA-bound beads, RT-PCR mix, and primers. Figure 1.Overview of the workflow used to generate the scFv libraries from B cells isolated from Medarex humanized mice. B cells were isolated from the lymph nodes of immunized mice then pooled. To make natively paired libraries, B cells were encapsulated into droplets with oligo-dT beads and a lysis solution (top). mRNA-bound beads were purified from the droplets, and then injected into a second emulsion with an OE-RT-PCR amplification mix that generates DNA amplicons that encode scFv with native pairing of heavy and light chain Ig. Libraries of natively paired amplicons were then electroporated into yeast for scFv display. FACS is used to identify high affinity scFv. Finally, deep antibody sequencing was used to identify all clones in the pre- and post-sort scFv libraries. The same process was used for generating randomly paired libraries, except RNA was isolated from a pool of B cells, and emulsions were not used for the OE-RT-PCR amplification step (bottom).

Next, the amplified libraries were expressed as surface scFv in yeast. The yeast display libraries were stained with biotinylated IL-21R antigen, and then subjected to FACS. Binding yeast scFv clones were recovered and subjected to deep antibody sequencing.[@cit0006] Another round of staining, FACS, and deep antibody sequencing was performed to further enrich the libraries and increase confidence in the binders. Antibodies that were low frequency in pre-sort libraries and high frequency in post-sort libraries were then synthesized as full-length mAbs in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. We then used surface plasmon resonance (SPR) for affinity and epitope binning studies. We also performed FACS binding studies using CHO cells expressing recombinant cell surface IL-21R.

Isolation of anti-IL-21R scFv binders by yeast display {#s0002-0002}
------------------------------------------------------

Before FACS sorting for binders, we analyzed the initial diversity of the yeast scFv libraries by obtaining approximately 1.2 million sequence reads for the natively paired library, and 1.3 million reads for the randomly paired library (Supplementary Table S1). We defined antibody "clones" as the consensus of closely related groups of scFv sequences with ≤2 amino acid differences in their complementarity-determining region (CDR)3 sequences. This is an extremely conservative definition of a clone, which corrects for sequencing errors but possibly also masks the long tail of diversity. We estimate that the natively paired scFv library contained 10,200 clones and the randomly paired scFv library contained 25,800 clones. The natively paired scFv library was much more oligoclonal than the randomly paired library ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, the randomly paired library had a very flat distribution (the most abundant clone was only 0.16% of reads), whereas the natively paired library contained several higher abundance clones and a more gradual curve with several higher abundance clones (the most abundant sequence was 1.4% of reads and ∼50 sequences were \>0.16% of reads). Figure 2.Relative oligoclonality of the two scFv libraries. (A) Natively paired scFv bar plot. (B) Randomly paired scFv bar plot. First, deep sequencing was used to tabulate the frequencies of scFv clones in each repertoire. Frequency is computed as the count of sequence instances of a given scFv clone divided by the total sequence instances in the deep sequencing data set. The 200 most frequent scFv clones from each repertoire were sorted from the most frequent sequence to the least frequent sequence. The frequencies for each scFv repertoire were then plotted. Note that each repertoire comprises a "long tail" of many more than 200 antibody sequences that are not shown.

As described above, the randomly paired library was generated from cell-free mRNA isolated from the same population of cells that was used to generate the natively paired library. Therefore, the diversity of the randomly paired library is the theoretical maximum for the native pairing microfluidics method. To estimate the "yield" of our native pairing microfluidics method, we divided the heavy chain CDR3 diversity observed in the natively paired library (2,800 clones) by the heavy chain CDR3 diversity observed in the randomly paired library (3,700 clones). We conclude that the yield of our native pairing microfluidics method for these samples is at least 76%.

After deep sequencing the initial yeast scFv libraries, we performed two rounds of FACS to identify IL-21R antigen-binding yeast. In a typical FACS dot plot for such experiments, the upper right corner comprises yeast clones that stain for both antigen binding and scFv expression (which contain a C-terminal c-Myc tag). The lower left corner comprises yeast that do not stain for either the antigen or scFv expression. The upper left corner comprises yeast that do not stain for scFv expression, but which stain for antigen binding, presumably representing non-specific binding of the antigen to the yeast cell surface. The lower right corner is made up of yeast that express the scFv but do not bind the antigen. We compute the frequency of antigen-binding yeast by dividing the count of yeast that double stain by the count of yeast that express an scFv ([Fig. 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.scFv libraries subjected to FACS for IL-21R. Staining for c-Myc (AF488) was used to differentiate yeast cells that express scFv from yeast cells that do not express scFv (x-axis). Staining for biotinylated IL-21R (PE) was used to identify yeast that express scFv that bind to the antigen (y-axis). The Fc negative control was used to set gates that are used to capture yeast clones that express scFv and which also bind antigen (upper right corner of the FACS plot). Gates for yeast selection are indicated by the quadrangle in the upper right corner of each FACS plot. The percentage in each quadrangle (red type) indicates the proportion of yeast that expressed c-Myc and fell within the gate. A vertical dotted line (black) indicates the gate used to determine the number of yeast that express scFv (c-Myc+). (A) 1^st^ and 2^nd^ sort FACS data for the natively paired scFv library. (B) 1^st^ and 2^nd^ sort FACS data for the randomly paired scFv library.

FACS on the natively paired scFv library yielded a higher proportion of antigen-binding yeast clones than FACS on the randomly paired scFv library. In the natively paired library, the proportion of antigen-positive yeast during the first sort was 0.83% ([Fig. 3A](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the proportion of antigen-binding yeast during the first sort for the randomly paired library was no different than the Fc negative control (0.18%; [Fig. 3B](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). During the second FACS, the proportion of antigen-binding yeast clones in the natively paired library was 68.9%, indicating high specificity. The specificity of scFv binder discovery in the randomly paired library was much lower, as indicated by the much lower proportion of binders (5.26%). We hypothesize that sorting the randomly paired library is less specific because random pairing leads to many additional non-binding yeast clones, making antigen-binding yeast rarer and therefore more difficult to detect.

Using the same deep sequencing methods that were used to determine the sequence content of the pre-sort yeast scFv libraries, we assessed the clonal diversity of each population of antigen-binding yeast clones, after the second FACS sort (Supplementary Tables S1-S3). Proportionally, the number of sequences from the pre-sort libraries that also appeared in the post-sort libraries was smaller for the random library than the native library (3.0% versus 5.8%, respectively). The scFv sequences in the post-sort libraries were always oligoclonal, with the top 10 antibodies representing 63.6% of the total sequence count in the natively paired library, and 51.5% of the total sequence count in the randomly paired library.

For expedience, we define a "binder" as any scFv sequence present at 0.1% frequency or greater in the second FACS sort deep sequencing data. By this definition, we identified a total of 44 scFv binders from the natively paired library, versus 100 scFv binders from the randomly paired library (Supplementary Tables S2, S3). Among the binders, the average enrichment after the second FACS was 792-fold in the randomly paired library, and 334-fold in the natively paired library. The largest enrichment was 17,188-fold in the randomly paired library (scFv Random-1), and 1,882-fold in the natively paired library (scFv Native-29 and Native-30). The average frequency of scFv binders in the original randomly paired library was 0.0065%, versus 0.028% for the natively paired library (none of the binders was present at \>0.25% frequency in the original library). We conclude that, because binders were rarer in the original randomly paired library, larger enrichments were required to find randomly paired binders versus natively paired binders.

Sequence characteristics of natively paired and randomly paired anti-IL-21R binders {#s0002-0003}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We compared the sequence characteristics of the 44 natively paired and 100 randomly paired scFv binders. A simple overlap analysis revealed that 30% of the natively paired binders were also discovered as binders with the randomly paired method, and 13% of the randomly paired binders were also discovered with the natively paired method as binders. We observed that 29/87 (33%) of the scFv binders discovered only in the randomly paired library were present in the natively paired pre-sort library (Supplementary Table S3). Thus, a significant proportion of "randomly paired" scFv were actually natively paired, but not discovered as binders in the natively paired library.

Alignment with germline V-gene sequences revealed that, generally, the IgKV and IgHV sequences of scFv binders from the natively paired library and the randomly paired library were 98--99% identical to their respective germline V sequences. Across all 144 scFv binders, the most divergent IgKV was 93.3% identical (scFv Random-88) and the most divergent IgHV was 94.5% identical (scFv Random-91). Prior studies of plasma cell repertoires for immunized mice yielded similar rates of divergence.[@cit0004]

Though all multiplex PCR suffers from some non-representative amplification, many investigators have used multiplex PCR to describe V-gene diversity in mouse repertoires.[@cit0004]^,^[@cit0006] Our data showed that the diversities of IgKV and IgHV were higher among scFv binders from the randomly paired library (Supplementary Figure S1). One of the most frequent IgKV genes in the scFv binders from the randomly paired library (IGKV1-13\*02) was not even present among the scFv binders from the natively paired library. Also of note, the most abundant IgKV gene in both pre-sort libraries was IGKV1D-16\*01 for ∼32% of the reads. Only 7% of scFv binders from the natively paired library comprised IGKV1D-16\*01, suggesting that this V-gene was not as favorable for binding despite its dominant abundance post-immunization. In contrast, binders from the randomly paired library retained IGKV1D-16\*01 at the same pre-sort frequency (36%). In another example, IGKV3-20\*01 was present in ∼20% of the pre-sort reads in both libraries, linked to a wide range of heavy chain sequences. IGKV3-20\*01 was present in 8% of binders among post-sort randomly paired scFv, whereas the natively paired library increased its share to 27% of binders, suggesting that this V-gene was more favorable for binding when properly paired.

Prior work has shown that certain IgHV and IgKV gene families pair preferentially,[@cit0005] possibly because certain pairings lead to more stable antibody molecules.[@cit0010] To investigate this phenomenon, we examined frequencies of IgHV and IgKV pairings at the gene family level (Supplementary Tables S2-S3). Among scFv binders from the natively paired library, 77% were pairings between the IgKV3 and IgHV3 gene families, versus 29% for scFv binders from the randomly paired library. Another common pairing was between IgKV1 and IgHV3, comprising 16% of binders from the natively paired library and 21% of binders from the randomly paired library. The 100 scFv binders from the randomly paired library comprised only nine V-gene family pairings, versus only four V-gene family pairings for the 44 binders from the natively paired library. Taken together, these data suggest that natively paired scFv libraries produce binders with higher V-gene family pairing biases than randomly paired scFv libraries.

Because the set of 144 binders comprised very few V-gene family pairings, we hypothesized that most of the sequence diversity in our data set was derived from somatic hypermutation or affinity maturation *in vivo*. To investigate clonal lineages among FACS-sorted scFv binders, we clustered natively paired and randomly paired sequences with at most 9 amino acid differences across a concatenation of the IgH and IgK variable components of each scFv binder ([Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). We defined a "major clonal cluster" as a cluster of five or more scFv sequences. We observed five large clonal clusters among the scFv binders. The major clonal clusters were all a mix of both native-paired and randomly paired scFv. Presumably, because the native-paired scFv occurred more frequently in true clonal lineages, the native-paired library yielded fewer unclustered scFv than the randomly paired library (3 vs. 51 scFv, respectively). Figure 4.Clonal cluster analysis for FACS-sorted scFv binders. We computed the total number of amino acid differences between each pairwise alignment of FACS-sorted scFv. Edges were drawn only for pairwise alignments with ≤9 amino acid differences. The node for each scFv sequence was sized based on frequency in the FACS-sorted population: small (\<1% frequency), medium (1--10% frequency), and large (\>10% frequency). scFv isolated from the native+random libraries are indicated with green circles, scFv isolated from the native library only are indicated with red circles, and scFv isolated from the random library only are indicated with blue circles. Web logos of CDR3K + CDR3H sequences of select clusters are shown.

Clustering as a concatenation of IgH and IgK domains masks the sequence diversity contributed by the IgH versus the IgK. To investigate, we clustered IgH (Supplementary Figure S2) and IgK (Supplementary Figure S3) sequences separately, using amino acid difference thresholds of 6 and 3, respectively. Major clonal clusters accounted for a larger percentage of all clones for the IgK clustering analysis than for the IgH and concatenated libraries (84.4% vs. 32.4% and 39.7%, respectively). Also, we only observed four unclustered IgK sequences, all of which were discovered in the randomly paired scFv library. One major clonal cluster in the IgK-only analysis (CDR3K: QQFNSYP.T) was composed exclusively of scFv post second FACS from the randomly paired library (Supplementary Figure S3). A closer examination of this IgK clonal cluster reveals that the 17 IgK sequences pair with 14 distinct IgH sequences. Taken together, these data suggest that, whether randomly or natively paired, the IgK sequences are generally more promiscuous than IgH sequences.

Validation of natively paired and randomly paired anti-IL-21R mAbs {#s0002-0004}
------------------------------------------------------------------

We selected a set of 46 scFv binders to synthesize as full-length antibodies with a human IgHG1 constant domain ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). For both the natively and randomly paired libraries, we selected the 20 most abundant post-sort antibodies, most of the antibodies that had identical CDR3K+CDR3H sequences in both libraries, and several lower abundance antibodies unique to each library. MAbs discovered in both libraries are named using a "Native-\#;Random-\#" concatenation; for example, the mAb Native-16;Random-19 was synthesized using the identical sequence shared by scFv Native-16 and Random-19. The full-length antibodies were produced in CHO cells. The binding specificity and affinity of each antibody was verified through multiple assays using clarified supernatant. Table 1.Characteristics of the 46 full-length anti-IL-21R mAbs. For the Non-native LC (light chain) column, CDR3H that were enriched in the random library but were not found in the native library are indicated by "?" to indicate that it is not known if the enriched pairing is natively paired or not. In the Affinity column, \* indicates that the observed data is \<50% of the calculated R~max~. The major epitope bins are as defined in [Fig. 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.Native/Random EnrichedNative Ab \#Random Ab \#CDR3K+CDR3HNon-native LCNative Pre-sort (%)Native Post-sort (%)Random Pre-sort (%)Random Post-sort (%)Affinity to IL-21R (KD)IL-21R ka (1/Ms)IL-21R kd (1/s)Binds surface IL-21R?Major epitope binNative+RandomNative-1Random-6QQRSNWPLT+ARDRGASRGAFNI 0.0321704.920nM10,3500.000205YesBottomNative+RandomNative-2Random-20QQRSNWPLT+ARDRGGSRGAFHI 0.029.500.6649nM22,0000.00105YesBottomNative+RandomNative-3Random-4QQRSNWPLT+ARDRSDYSYYYGMDV 0.227.20.0135.716nM12,5000.0002YesTopNative+RandomNative-5Random-40QQYGSSPYT+AREGGAYYYFYGMDV 0.0585.60.00870.26660nM\*3,7500.0024NoNo binning observedNative+RandomNative-6Random-27QQRSNWPLT+ARPYGSGSPHAFDI 0.0445.40.00350.3997nM24,0000.0023YesBottomNative+RandomNative-7Random-10QQRSNWPFT+ARGRPTDYYYYGVDV 0.053.601.59.25nM14,0000.00013YesTopNative+RandomNative-9Random-3QQYGSSPRT+ARHEVWGPFDY 0.023.20.00236.3170nM7,7000.00125YesBottomNative+RandomNative-15Random-2QQRSNWPWT+ARDRSDYSYYYGMDV 0.0231.10.00978.111.5nM13,0000.000155YesTopNative+RandomNative-16Random-19QQYGSSIFT+AREGGAYYYFYGMDV 0.0481.10.00210.68120nM9,0000.0011NoMiddleNative+RandomNative-17Random-8QQYNSYPIT+ASLHY 0.0260.810.00143.130nM4,8500.0001355NoTopNative+RandomNative-23Random-5QQRSNWPRT+ARDRSDYSYYYGMDV 0.00520.240.00585.45.05nM13,5000.0000705YesTopNativeNative-4NAQQYGSSPPIT+AISSWYGFFQN 0.0315.800.001922.5nM7,3500.00017YesBottomNativeNative-8NAQQANSFPLT+ARDSTLGRGYFDL 0.0163.200.00199.45nM29,5000.000275YesBottomNativeNative-10NAQQYGNSPRDPIT+ARAPTGFFDY 0.0263.100.003715.5nM12,9000.0002NoMiddleNativeNative-11NAQQANSFPT+ARIAPRPGWYFDL 0.0442.700.00286.05nM14,0000.0000835NoMiddleNativeNative-12NAQQRSNWPLT+ARDRGGSRGAFAI 0.0231.70.00210115nM18,0000.00205YesBottomNativeNative-13NAQQRSNWPLT+ARDTLTVFFDY 0.221.60.00210200nM\*16,0000.0031NoBottomNativeNative-14NAQQRSNWPLT+ARDLSHTIRLGNWFDP 0.0451.40.000320.03223nM8,7000.0002YesBottomNativeNative-18NAQQRSNWPLT+VRDRSNYYYYHGMDV 0.0770.750.0019035.5nM13,5000.00048YesTopNativeNative-19NAQQRSNWPLT+ARDRGGSRGAFGI 00.340032nM16,5000.00053YesBottomNativeNative-20NAQQYGSSPP+AREGGDILTGYYSNYYYYGMDV 0.0170.3100Does not bind------No---NativeNative-22NAQQRSNWPLT+ARDRNDYYYYYGMDV 0.00740.2600.01215.15nM8,8500.0001335YesTopNativeNative-28NAQQRSNWPLT+ARDRGGSRGAFNI 0.0110.170.00130.033200nM11,0000.00225YesBottomNativeNative-34NAQQYNSYPLT+AALDY 0.0260.1400.0149.2nM10,4500.000098NoTopNativeNative-35NAQQRSNWPLT+ARERSDYSYYYGMDV 0.00150.1300.083.1nM10,0000.000032YesNo binning observedNativeNative-37NAQQYGSSPIT+ARFSNWGFDY 8.50E-050.120.0014023nM10,0000.00022NoMiddleRandomNARandom-1QQRSNWPPT+ARPYGSGSPHAFDI 0.00110.0180.000641156nM20,0000.00115YesBottomRandomNARandom-7QQYNSYPIT+ATMGT?00.002103.94.15nM24,5000.0001015YesTopRandomNARandom-9QQRSNWPPA+ARPYGSGSPHAFDIYes00.002101.6103.5nM29,0000.0031YesBottomRandomNARandom-11QQRSNWPWT+ARDRNDYYYYYGMDVYes0001.326.5nM9,2000.000245YesTopRandomNARandom-12QQYNSYPLT+ATMGT?000.00211.26.8nM25,5000.00017YesTopRandomNARandom-13QQFNSYPQT+ARDGGSGAFDIYes000.00210.95Does not bind------No---RandomNARandom-14QQRSNWPLT+ARGRPTDYYYYGVDV 0.000680.0480.00170.9217.5nM15,0000.00026YesTopRandomNARandom-15QQRSNWPT+ARDLSHTIRLGNWFDPYes0000.861.9nM5,6500.00001YesBottomRandomNARandom-16QQYGSSPIT+VRFSNWGFDY 0.012000.7736nM7,5000.000275NoMiddleRandomNARandom-17QQRSNWPLT+ARPYGSGSPHALDIYes00.02600.72137nM15,0000.002YesBottomRandomNARandom-18QQRSNWPWT+ARDRSNYYYYYGMDVYes000.0010.7125.5nM9,2000.00025YesTopRandomNARandom-21QQRSNWPYT+ARGRPTDYYYYGVDVYes007.90E-050.619.5nM17,0000.000335YesTopRandomNARandom-23QQYNSYPLT+VNMDV?000.00140.5455nM14,5000.00078YesTopRandomNARandom-30QQYGSSLT+AREGGDILTGYYSNYYYYGMDVYes0000.33Does not bind------No---RandomNARandom-32QQYGSSRT+ARHEVWGPFDYYes0000.3298.5nM33,5000.0035YesBottomRandomNARandom-35QQYNSYPLT+ASLHY 0.002700.00520.2967.5nM8,5000.000575NoTopRandomNARandom-48QQYGSSPLT+ARDLSHTIRLGNWFDP 0.0004200.00120.21Does not bind------No---RandomNARandom-68QRTYNAPLT+ASLTGDYYYGMDVYes0000.15Does not bind------No---RandomNARandom-96QQYNSYPLT+ARVGLTGDYYYGIDVYes0000.1Does not bind------No---RandomNARandom-97QQRSNWPWT+ARDRSDYAYYYGMDVYes00.01300.110.8nM10,8000.00011YesTop

Next, we analyzed the binding kinetics of the mAbs on an array SPR instrument. We tethered the mAbs to the chip surface via the Fc region. IL-21R protein was injected at 5 concentrations, ranging from 2 nM to 500 nM, and binding was globally fit to estimate the *k*~a~ (association rate constant, or "on-rate"), *k*~d~ (dissociation rate constant, or "off-rate"), and *K*~D~ (affinity). Of the 46 clones, 40 showed clear binding to the soluble IL-21R and were suitable for kinetic evaluation ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}; Supplementary Figure S4). We observed substantial kinetic diversity, with affinities ranging from 1.9 nM to \>500 nM. All 11 mAbs that were enriched from both libraries bound to soluble IL-21R. The percentage of antibodies that bound from the natively paired library (93%) was higher than from the randomly paired library (75%), although the difference was not statistically significant (Chi-squared test, α = 0.05). The average *K*~D~ was also not significantly different between the native+random enriched, native only enriched, and random only enriched mAbs (108 nM vs. 50.7 nM vs. 44.4 nM, respectively; t-test, α = 0.05). However, if the binders with non-native light chains are separated from those with native light chains ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}), the percentage of binders with native light chains (94%) is significantly higher than binders with non-native light chains (67%; Chi-squared test, α = 0.05).

Using the affinity data, we investigated whether the efficiency of recovery of natively paired mAbs that bind soluble antigen is different between the randomly and natively paired libraries. First, we examined the scFv second FACS data to categorize each of the full-length antibodies as true positive (TP), false positive (FP), or false negative (FN) for both the native and randomly paired libraries (Supplementary Table S4). In the context of the randomly paired library, we counted non-natively paired antibodies as neither TP nor FP because they could not have been discovered in the natively paired library. We then computed False Discovery Rate (FDR = FP/(TP+FP)) and False Negative Rate (FNR = FN/(TP+FN)). FNR was significantly higher in the randomly paired library than the natively paired library (44% versus 22%, respectively; binomial proportion test, α = 0.05). FDR was not significantly higher in the randomly paired library than the natively paired library (5% versus 4%, respectively; binomial proportion test, α = 0.05). We conclude that the randomly paired method fails to detect nearly half of true natively paired binders, resulting in a higher rate of false negatives.

Antibodies that bind soluble antigen may not bind endogenously expressed antigen on the cell membrane. To investigate, we used FACS to test whether each mAb binds to surface-expressed IL-21R. Recombinant IL-21R was stably expressed on the surface of CHO cells. These CHO cells were then incubated with each individual mAb supernatant and then co-stained with fluorescently labeled anti-human IgG antibody. CHO cells stably expressing programmed cell death 1 (PD-1)[@cit0006] were used as a negative control. We then performed FACS to measure the ability of the antibody to bind the IL-21R-expressing cells versus the PD-1 negative control ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}; Supplementary Figure S5). Of 46 mAbs, 30 (65%) specifically bound the IL-21R-expressing cells. The fraction of positive cell surface binders was not significantly different between native+random enriched, native only enriched, and random only enriched mAbs (73% vs. 60% vs. 65%, respectively; Chi-squared test, α = 0.05).

Drug development programs often require antibodies that bind to a diversity of epitopes to increase the probability of finding candidates with specific pharmacological properties. To investigate the epitope diversity of our set of mAbs, we performed high-throughput epitope binning using array SPR in a modified classical sandwich protocol. Antibodies were covalently linked to the chip (as "ligands"), and then antigen and competitive antibodies (as "analytes") were individually bound to the ligands. Whereas all mAbs were tested both as analyte and ligand, not all ligands remained active following repeated regeneration cycles. This reduced the useful data to an 18 ligand × 46 analyte competitive binding matrix. We observed six non-identical epitope bins that group into three distinct communities ([Fig. 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}; Supplementary Figure S6; [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). The two major communities, consisting of 17 mAbs (Top) and 16 mAbs (Bottom), were clearly independent of each other. Five other mAbs (Middle) bind an intermediate epitope, and they compete with one another and with a subset of mAbs from both major bins. Antibodies from both the natively paired and randomly paired libraries were represented across the three epitope bins. We also note that all five members of the Middle bin bound to soluble IL-21R but did not bind to the cell surface expressed IL-21R, suggesting that this intermediate epitope is only present in soluble IL-21R but is lost in the natively folded protein expressed on the cell surface. Figure 5.Epitope binning analysis for full-length anti-IL-21R mAbs. MAbs that were competitive with each other are indicated by a connecting line and therefore bind a similar epitope. MAbs with highly similar competition profiles were grouped together within communities (grey regions). The three major, distinct communities were indicated by the black hashed ovals. Circles represent mAbs that regenerated well as immobilized ligands and had both ligand and analyte competition profiles. Squares represent clones where the competition data was only available in the analyte direction. The affinity (*K*~D~) of each mAb is indicated inside each shape. The color of the shape indicates whether the mAbs were enriched in both native+random libraries (green), the native only library (red), or the random only library (blue). \*, indicates mAbs that did not bind surface expressed IL-21R by FACS.

Comparison of anti-IL-21R mAbs with closely related sequences {#s0002-0005}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The sequences of several mAbs were very similar to each other, and in most cases, they displayed similar binding properties ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). However, there were two examples where small changes led to markedly different functions. First, the mAbs Native-14, Random-15, and Random-48 have very similar heavy chains with only two differences that are both outside of the CDR3H region; the light chains of Native-14 and Random-15 were very similar with only one deletion in CDR3K and one substitution in the J-gene, while Random-48 had an additional nine differences throughout, including four in the CDR3K (Supplementary Figure S7). Random-15 had a 10-fold stronger affinity to IL-21R than Native-14, and Random-48 did not bind IL-21R at all. The heavy chains for Random-15 and Random-48 were identical to each other (and very similar to Native-14), thus the different light chains appeared to be responsible for determining the ability of these pairings to bind IL-21R. Second, the mAbs Native-2;Random-20, Native-12, Native-19, and Native-28 all had identical light chains, and their heavy chains varied by only a few amino acids (Supplementary Figure S8). All four sequences bound to IL-21R, but the strength of binding was variable, ranging from *K*~D~ of 32 nM to 200 nM. These data suggest that different, yet similar, light chains paired with the same heavy chain can lead to highly divergent binding properties, and minor changes in heavy chain sequences can also alter antibody function.

Discussion {#s0003}
==========

In this study, we discovered anti-IL-21R antibodies of potential therapeutic interest in both natively paired and randomly paired scFv libraries generated from chimeric humanized mice. Screening natively paired libraries identified many of the same antibodies as screening randomly paired libraries. However, the natively paired and randomly paired libraries yielded many distinct antibodies; for example, one major IgK clonal cluster was not present at all among scFv identified in the natively paired library. The randomly paired library yielded more antibody candidates, but a closer look revealed that 33% of the scFv binders discovered only in the randomly paired library were present in the natively paired pre-sort library. Thus, a significant proportion of "randomly paired" scFv were still natively paired, but not discovered in the natively paired library. We found that antibodies with native light chains were more likely to bind IL-21R than antibodies with non-native light chains, suggesting a higher false positive rate for randomly-paired antibodies. Additionally, the randomly paired method failed to identify nearly half of the true binders, suggesting a higher false negative rate. We conclude that natively paired libraries have key advantages in sensitivity and specificity for antibody discovery programs.

We speculate that natively paired antibodies may be more "developable" than randomly paired antibodies. For example, randomly paired antibodies could be inherently less stable than natively paired antibodies because certain IgHV and IgKV pairings result in more stable proteins.[@cit0005] Future work should therefore compare the stability and pharmacokinetics of randomly paired antibodies versus natively paired antibodies. Also, randomly paired antibodies have not been subjected to *in vivo* selection against self-reactivity,[@cit0011] so future work should test the self-reactivity of natively paired antibodies versus randomly paired antibodies. We also note that the assays performed in our study measured affinity, rather than avidity, and antibody efficacy and persistence in the lymphoid tissues could be variously enhanced and modulated by avidity to cell surface receptors. Because only natively paired antibodies were subjected to germinal center selection *in vivo*,[@cit0013] future work should compare the avidity of natively paired antibodies versus randomly paired antibodies.

Previously, targeted biochemical studies of a handful of antibodies have suggested that the association between IgHV and IgKV contribute significantly to antibody structural and functional diversity.[@cit0015] Additionally, studies of IgHV-IgKV pairing in tens to hundreds of peripheral B cells[@cit0005]^,^[@cit0017] suggested a strong bias toward a limited number of IgHV-IgKV pairings. However, such pairing biases could be driven by initial association during B cell development, selection of biochemically stable pairings, de-selection of self-reactive antibodies, or exposure to antigen. Other studies of IgHV-IgKV pairing in naïve versus antigen-experienced B cell repertoires[@cit0018] suggested that pairing is initially random, and then becomes biased after antigen exposure. Given that we specifically selected antigen-exposed IgHV-IgKV pairs, our data lend additional evidence to the idea that antigen exposure biases repertoires toward a limited set of pairings. We also found significant light chain promiscuity, even among natively paired antibodies, which is consistent with prior evidence of light chain promiscuity in both naïve and antigen-experienced B cells.[@cit0019]

We are not aware of any prior studies of chimeric mouse repertoires using deep sequencing. Generally, the Medarex mice that we used produced a robust diversity of fully human anti-IL-21R antibody sequences. However, the mice yielded a low diversity of light chain V-genes; for example, \>50% of scFv binders in the natively paired library were IgKV3-11\*01. Additionally, the V sequences of scFv binders from both libraries were 98--99% identical to germline V sequences, suggesting little if any affinity maturation *in vivo*. Our analysis of highly similar mAb sequences demonstrated that a few amino acid substitutions can have major impacts on function (Supplementary Figure S7-S8). Thus, immunization programs that increase sequence diversity are also likely to increase functional diversity. We are currently exploring alternative methods for mouse immunization to increase affinity maturation *in vivo*, including longer immunization protocols[@cit0021] and fusion of antigens to T cell epitope-containing sequences.[@cit0022] The methods used in this study likely result in antigen-binding antibodies mainly from plasmablasts, whereas alternative immunization methods might result in formation of memory B cells that produce antigen-binding antibodies. When performing the alternative immunization methods, the resulting memory B cells might yield higher diversity, affinity matured, and higher affinity antibodies. Because the mechanisms influencing antibody diversity in transgenic mice are poorly characterized,[@cit0023] future work should apply deep sequencing methods to different mouse strains.

As previously reported, deep sequencing and random Ig pairing has been successfully used to identify high affinity mAbs, with FDRs of 0--40%.[@cit0004]^,^[@cit0024] Generally, these groups first used bioinformatics to identify the most common antibodies in the animals, and then paired frequent heavy chains with frequent light chains. Because these methods only consider high frequency antibodies, it seems likely that conventional hybridoma methods would yield similar candidates. Tellingly, one study compared randomly paired phage display with algorithmic selection in deep sequencing data, and found that both methods identified antigen-specific binders with low FDR, but phage display yielded a different set of antibodies.[@cit0024] The authors observed that most of the clones identified by phage display were present at very low frequencies in the deep sequencing data. Therefore, prior literature is consistent with our finding that antibody repertoire frequency is not necessarily correlated with binding affinity, so ignoring lower frequency antibodies surely results in much higher FNRs.

Of the scFv that we converted to full-length mAbs, 13% were not functional in any binding assay. Presumably, scFv do not always reflect the function of full-length mAbs, which sometimes results in false positive scFv. We note that 83% of the false positives were randomly paired, suggesting that natively paired scFv are more likely to become developable mAbs. In the future, we may explore alternative methods, such as antigen-binding fragment (Fab) display, which reflect the function of the full-length mAb more accurately. False positives may also have resulted from an overly inclusive FACS gating strategy. Such issues could have resulted in collection of non-specific binders or non-binders, even after a second round of FACS. Finally, future work that integrates FACS data with computational sequence analysis may decrease the rate of false positives. Prior computational work has focused on choosing the most frequent binders,[@cit0004]^,^[@cit0024]^,^[@cit0027] or identifying antibodies shared between replicate mice.[@cit0028] Other approaches for future study include computational structural analysis of putative binders and computational methods for detection of affinity maturation.

In this study, we identified \>100 high-confidence scFv binders. Our yield was comparable to prior work using similar technology in immunized wild type mice and primary human samples.[@cit0006] We acknowledge that development of any of the mAbs identified in this study would require a substantial number of non-clinical studies before clinical studies could be considered. The entire scFv binder discovery process, non-inclusive of mouse immunizations, required only three weeks of effort and a single technician. The randomly paired library required substantially more effort than the natively paired library because additional rounds of FACS were required to isolate binders. We used robotics to automate portions of the process of scFv re-engineering and mAb expression to further minimize technician hours. Though natively paired libraries clearly have critical advantages, a good approach might be to use both natively paired and randomly paired protocols concurrently, in combination with other discovery methods, to yield the richest possible intellectual property portfolio and the safest and most efficacious candidates.

Materials and methods {#s0004}
=====================

Mouse immunization and sample preparation {#s0004-0001}
-----------------------------------------

All mouse work was overseen by a licensed veterinarian. Six Medarex (BMS) Human Ig transgenic mice were immunized with recombinant IL-21R-ECD-TVMV-His protein (amino acids 1--232 expressed in 293--6E cells and purified using Ni column followed by 26/60 Superdex 200 column), using Ribi (Sigma) as an adjuvant. The immunogen (7.5 μg) was injected into each footpad every 7 days for 33 days. Titer was assessed by ELISA on a 1:2 dilution series of each animal\'s serum, starting at a 1:50 dilution. A final tail boost of 10 μg without adjuvant was given to each animal before harvest. Lymph nodes (popliteal, inguinal, axillary, and mesenteric) were surgically removed after sacrifice. Single cell suspensions for each animal were made by manual disruption followed by passage through a 40 μM filter, and then combined into a single pool of cells.

The EasySep™ Mouse Pan-B Cell Isolation (Stemcell Technologies) negative selection kit was used to isolate B cells from the single cell suspension. The lymph node B cell populations were quantified by counting on a C-Chip hemocytometer (Incyto) and assessed for viability using Trypan blue. The cells were then diluted to 6,000 cells/μL in phosphate-buffered saline with 12% OptiPrep™ Density Gradient Medium (Sigma). This cell mixture was used for microfluidic encapsulation as described in the next section.

Generating paired heavy and light chain libraries {#s0004-0002}
-------------------------------------------------

Generation of libraries was performed in three steps: 1) poly(A)+ mRNA capture, 2) multiplexed overlap extension reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (OE-RT-PCR), and 3) nested PCR to remove artifacts and add adapters for deep sequencing or yeast display libraries. These steps were identical for the natively paired and randomly paired libraries, except that OE-RT-PCR was performed in emulsion microdroplets for the natively paired library, whereas for the randomly paired library OE-RT-PCR was not performed in emulsion microdroplets.

Briefly, we encapsulated 1.2 million B cells into fluorocarbon oil (Dolomite) emulsion microdroplets with lysis buffer (20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 0.5 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Tween-20, and 20 mM DTT) and oligo-dT beads (New England BioLabs), using a custom co-flow emulsion droplet microfluidic chip, as described previously.[@cit0006] The beads were extracted from the droplets using Pico-Break (Dolomite).

Next, for natively paired libraries, we performed multiplex OE-RT-PCR in emulsions, using purified RNA-bound beads as template. Glass Telos microfluidic chips (Dolomite) were used to encapsulate the beads into mineral oil emulsion microdroplets. For randomly paired libraries, we performed multiplex OE-RT-PCR in standard PCR tubes without emulsions, using an aliquot of the same RNA-bound beads as template. OE-RT-PCR molecular biology was identical for natively paired and randomly paired library generation, and has been described previously.[@cit0006]

Nested PCR was identical for both natively paired and randomly paired libraries. First, the OE-RT-PCR product was gel purified. Then, PCR was performed to add adapters for Illumina sequencing or yeast display; for sequencing, a randomer of seven nucleotides was added to increase base calling accuracy in subsequent next generation sequencing steps. Nested PCR is performed with 2 × NEBNext High-Fidelity amplification mix (New England BioLabs) with either Illumina adapter containing primers or primers for cloning into the yeast expression vector.

Yeast library screening {#s0004-0003}
-----------------------

Human IgG1-Fc (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and human IL-21R-ECD-TVMV-His (described above) proteins were biotinylated using the EZ-Link Micro Sulfo-NHS-LC-Biotinylation kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The biotinylation reagent was resuspended to 9 mM and added to the protein at a 50-fold molar excess. The reaction was incubated on ice for 2 hours, then the biotinylation reagent was removed using Zeba desalting columns (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The final protein concentration was calculated with a Bradford assay.

*Saccharomyces cerevisiae* cells (ATCC) were electroporated (Bio-Rad Gene Pulser II; 0.54 kV, 25 uF, resistance set to infinity) with gel-purified nested PCR product and linearized pYD vector[@cit0006] for homologous recombination *in vivo*. Transformed cells were expanded and induced with galactose to generate yeast scFv display libraries.

Expanded scFv libraries were then stained with anti-c-Myc (Thermo Fisher Scientific A21281) and an AF488-conjugated secondary antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific A11039). To select scFv-expressing cells that bind to IL-21R, biotinylated antigens were added to the yeast culture (70 nM final concentration) and then stained with PE-streptavidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Approximately two million cells were then flow sorted on a BD Influx (Stanford Shared FACS Facility) for double-positive cells (AF488+/PE+), in parallel with positive and negative gating controls. The first round FACS clones were recovered, expanded, and then subjected to a second round of FACS with the same antigen at 70 nM final concentration.

Sequence analysis {#s0004-0004}
-----------------

Libraries were sequenced on a MiSeq (Illumina) using a 500 cycle MiSeq Reagent Kit v2, as described previously.[@cit0006] We performed sequencing in two separate runs. In the first run, we directly sequenced the scFv libraries to obtain a forward read of 340 cycles for the light chain V-gene and CDR3, and a reverse read of 162 cycles that covers the heavy chain CDR3 and part of the heavy chain V-gene. In the second run, we first used the scFv library as a template for PCR to separately amplify heavy and light chain V-genes. We then obtained a forward read of 340 cycles and a reverse read of 162 cycles for the heavy and light chain Ig separately, providing full-length V(D)J sequences with some overlapping sequence.

Error correction, reading frame identification, and FR/CDR junction calls were performed as described previously.[@cit0006] By default, reads with E\>1 (E is the expected number of errors) were discarded, leaving reads for which the most probable number of base call errors is zero. As an additional quality filter, singleton nucleotide reads were discarded because sequences found two or more times have a high probability of being correct.[@cit0029] V and J gene families were identified through nucleotide sequence alignment with the IMGT database.[@cit0030]

We defined "clones" conservatively (Supplementary Table S1). First, we concatenated the CDR3K and CDR3H amino acid sequences from each scFv sequence into a single contiguous amino acid sequence. Next, we used USEARCH[@cit0031] to compute the total number of amino acid differences in all pairwise alignments between each concatenated sequence in each data set. Groups of sequences with ≤2 amino acid differences in the concatenated CDR3s were counted as a single clone. Finally, we used the majority amino acid identity at each residue position to generate the consensus amino acid sequence of the clone from sequences of the members of the group.

To generate clonal cluster plots ([Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figures S2, S3), we first used USEARCH to compute the total number of amino acid differences between each pairwise alignment of FACS-sorted scFv sequences. Next, we used the igraph R package[@cit0032] to generate clustering plots for the pairwise alignments. Antibody sequences are represented by "nodes" in the plots. Each node was sized based on the frequency of the antibody clone in the FACS-sorted population: small (\<1% frequency), medium (1--10% frequency), and large (\>10% frequency). We define "edges" as the links between nodes. The "layout_with_kk" option was used to format the output. Edge lengths are proportional to the number of amino acid differences between linked nodes, i.e., longer edges indicate more amino acid differences.

Monoclonal antibody expression {#s0004-0005}
------------------------------

Monoclonal antibodies were expressed from a variant of the pCDNA5/FRT mammalian expression vector (Thermo Fisher Scientific), as described previously.[@cit0006] Expression constructs were built either using a BioXP™ robotic workstation (SGI DNA) or using gBlocks (IDT) and NEBuilder® HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix (New England BioLabs). All constructs were synthesized as human IgHG1 isotype. Purified plasmid was used for transient transfection in the ExpiCHO system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Transfected cells were cultured for 7--9 days in ExpiCHO medium and clarified supernatant was used for SPR and FACS cell surface binding studies. The concentration of antibody in the supernatant was quantified using an IgG ELISA kit (Abcam).

To assess cell surface binding of the anti-IL-21R antibodies, we first generated stable IL-21R-expressing Flp-In CHO cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific). CHO cells stably expressing PD-1^6^ were used as a negative control. One million cells (1:1 mix of IL-21R and PD-1 cells) were stained with 1 μg of each anti-IL-21R antibody in 100 μl MACS Buffer (DPBS with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 2 mM EDTA) for 30 minutes at 4°C. Cells were then co-stained with anti-human IgG Fc-PE (BioLegend M1310G05) and anti-human PD-1-FITC (BioLegend EH12.2H7) antibodies for 30 minutes at 4°C. Cell viability was assessed with DAPI. We then performed FACS analysis on a BD Influx (Stanford Shared FACS Facility). We analyzed the data using FlowJo to determine the intensity of the IL-21R-expressing cells versus the PD-1 negative control (Supplementary Figure S5).

Surface plasmon resonance affinity {#s0004-0006}
----------------------------------

We performed affinity studies using array SPR. We amine-coupled a moderate density (∼1,000 Response Units) of an anti-human IgG-Fc reagent (Southern Biotech 2047-01) to a Xantec CMD-50M chip (50nm carboxymethyldextran medium density of functional groups) activated with 133 mM EDC (Sigma) and 33.3 mM S-NHS (ThermoFisher) in 100 mM MES pH 5.5. Then, goat anti-Human IgG Fc (Southern Biotech 2047-01) was coupled for 10 minutes at 25 µg/m L in 10 mM Sodim Acetate pH 4.5 (Carterra Inc.). The surface was then deactivated with 1 M ethanolamine pH 8.5 (Carterra Inc.). Running buffer used for the lawn immobilization was HBS-EP+ (10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 7.4; Teknova).

The sensor chip was then transferred to a continuous flow microspotter (CFM; Carterra Inc.) for array capturing. The mAb supernatants were diluted 50-fold (3--10 µg/mL final concentration) into HBS-EP+ with 1 mg/mL BSA. The samples were each captured twice with 15-minute and 4-minute capture steps on the first and second prints, respectively, to create multiple densities, using a 65 µL/min flow rate. The running buffer in the CFM was also HBS-EP+.

Next, the sensor chip was loaded onto an SPR reader (MX-96 system; Ibis Technologies) for the kinetic analysis. IL-21R was injected at five increasing concentrations in a four-fold dilution series with concentrations of 1.95, 7.8, 31.25, 125, and 500 nM in running buffer (HBS-EP+ with 1.0 mg/mL BSA). IL-21R injections were 5 minutes with a 15-minute dissociation at 8 µL/second in a non-regenerative kinetic series (Supplementary Figure S4). An injection of the goat anti-Human IgG Fc capture antibody at 75 µg/mL was injected at the end of the series to verify the capture level of each mAb. Binding data was double referenced by subtracting an interspot surface and a blank injection and analyzed for *k*~a~ (on-rate), *k*~d~ (off-rate), and *K*~D~ (affinity) using the Kinetic Interaction Tool software (Carterra Inc.).

Surface plasmon resonance epitope binning {#s0004-0007}
-----------------------------------------

We performed epitope binning using high-throughput Array SPR in a modified classical sandwich approach.[@cit0033] We functionalized a sensor chip using the Carterra CFM and methods similar to the SPR affinity studies, except a CMD-200M chip type was used (200nm carboxymethyl dextran, Xantec) and mAbs were coupled at 50 µg/mL to create a surface with higher binding capacity (∼3,000 reactive units immobilized). The mAb supernatants were diluted at 1:1 or 1:10 in running buffer, depending on the concentration of the mAb in the supernatant.

The sensor chip was placed in the MX-96 instrument, and the captured mAbs ("ligands") were crosslinked to the surface using the bivalent amine reactive linker bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate (BS3, ThermoFisher), which was injected for 10 minutes at 0.87 mM in water. Excess activated BS3 was neutralized with 1 M ethanolamine pH 8.5. For each binning cycle, a 7-minute injection of 250 μg/mL human IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch 009-000-003) was used to block reference surfaces and any remaining capacity of the target spots.

Next, 250 nM IL-21R protein was injected onto the sensor chip, followed by injections of the diluted mAb supernatants ("analytes") or buffer blanks as negative controls. Thus, the analyte mAb only binds to the antigen if it is not competitive with the ligand mAb. At the end of each cycle, a one minute regeneration injection was performed using a solution of 4 parts Pierce IgG Elution Buffer (ThermoFisher \#21004), one part 5 M NaCl (0.83 M final), and 1.25 parts 0.85% H~3~PO~4~ (0.17% final). Only 18 of the mAbs remained active as ligands through multiple regenerations, so the binning analysis comprised an 18 × 46 competitive matrix.

We then used a network community plot algorithm in an SPR epitope data analysis software package (Carterra Inc.) to determine epitope bins (Supplementary Figure S6).[@cit0033] Note that the clustering algorithm groups mAbs where only analyte data are available cluster separately from the mAbs where both ligand and analyte data are available. This phenomenon is an artifact of the incomplete competitive matrix. MAbs with both ligand and analyte data have more mAb-mAb measurements, resulting in more mAb-mAb connections, which leads to a closer relationship in the community plot.
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